
Konrad Lorenz -
father to ethology and mother to ducks, 

geese, ;acftda1111$, salamanden, fish and many more! 

Konrad Zacharia Lorenz was born in 1903 as 
the son of o distinguished orthopaedic sur
geon in Vienna. like Darwin (and perhaps like 
so many of today's kids). he studied medicine 
in deference to the wishes of his father and like 
Darwin, his real love lay elsewhere - In this 
case. in the study of animal behaviour. But 
"study" is not how It began. Lorenz spent most 
of his life in the company of his favourite pets -
ducks. geese, jackdaws, salamanders. fish and 
many more. Very early in childhood, when the 
scientific study of animal behaviour, or of any
thing else for that matter, was for from his 
mind. Lorenz and his childhood friend and fu
ture wife Gretel, took core of their pet ducklings 
by pretending to be mother ducks by living with 
them ·o complete duck's life" and becoming 
·most thoroughly familiar with the whole rep
ertoire of all the things o duck con say or do", 
without knowing that "this was to be called an 
'ethogrom' many years later·. 

It is now o matter of history that the science of 
the study of animal behaviour christened, ethol
ogy, was largely developed by l<.onrad Lorenz 
along with Niko Tinbergen and Karl von Frisch 
for which they won the Nobel prize in 1973. 

Lorenz is best known for his discovery of lm
prinling the phenomenon by which young ani
mals, especially birds, learn to recognize their 
mothers. Lorenz's discovery of course come 
from the fact that his ducklings and goslings 
became imprinted on him as he had replaced 
their mother early enough. Today imprinting Is 
well understood as a form of learning possible 
only in early life and of enormous adaptive 
value.Young animals are not born with omen
tal image of their mothers but ore born with an 
innate capacity to follow their mother or any 
moving object (Including Lorenz) and take it to 
be their mother. In some species such "knowl
edge· gained during childhood, of what mem
bers of their species are supposed to look and 
sound like, is also used by the adult birds to 
corractly court conspecifics rather than some 
wrong species. This Lorenz discovered to his 
great delight when his hand reared jackdaws 
began to court him! Along with Niko Tlnbergen, 
Lorenz laid the foundations of ethology par
ticularly in relation to the organization of in
stinctive behaviour. Together they demon
strated the presence of motor programs, fixed 
action patterns and innate releasing mecha-

. nisms. phenomena that ore still poorly 
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understood from a neurophysiological perspec
tive. 

Lorenz was a personality hard to Ignore. His 
biographer Alec Nisbett describes him as ·col
ourful. almost flamboyant; assertive in the man
ner of his speech and controversial in much 
that he says. but deeply interesting as an Indi
vidual and as a man in relation to his concept 
of science: Lorenz's method of and motivation 
for doing science deservP. our attention esi.>e
clally in today's fast-track. high-tech. publish 
or perish culture. Loren:.: laments that ·1t Is 
fashionable in scienr:e nowadays to experi
ment rather than to observe. to quantify rather 
than to describe ... descriptive science. based 
on plain unbiased observation Is the very fun
dament of human knowletige ... I contend that 
not even a person endowed with the ulmost 
superhuman patience of a yogi could look at 
animals long ~nough to perceive the laws un
derlying their behaviour patterns. Only a per
son who looks with a gaze spellbound by that 
Inexplicable pleasure we amateurs. we dilet
tante enjoy, is in a position Ito do so): For all his 
dislike of experiments. Lorenz admits •Niko 
(Tlnbergenl and I were the perfect team. I am 
an ... amateur and prefer ob~erving to experi
menting ... Niko Tinbergen Is the past master of 
the unobtrusive e><periment ... We published in 
joint authorship, a paper that has become a dassic: 

But coming back to his motivation for doing 
science (notice that he calls himself an ama
teur). Lorenz's favourite quotation is that ·Man 
Is only then completely human when he is at 
play·. He recalls his early childhood by saying 
that ·As a very little boy, I loved owls and was 
quite determined to become an owl. In this 
choice of profession I was swayed by the con
sideration that an owl was not put to bed as 
early as I was·. On retirement at the age of 
seventy one. Lorenz said • If you ask me what I 
have done throughout my life in the field of 
research and teaching, then I must honestly 
say: I have always done the things which at the 
mom<?nt I considered the greatest fun: I won
der if modern science. even ethology. any 
longer affords us the luxury of doing what we 
consider the greatest fun and yet make funda
mental discoveries. Perhaps not. but the ex
planation that most of us find satisfying for this 
state of affairs Is that our science Is far too 
advanced to permit the kind of amateur play 
that Lorenz's infant ethology did. Indeed we 
often go so far as to believe that all branches of 
science are far too advanced to permit any 
place for Lorenz today. I hope that young read
ers of Resonance are not convinced! 

Raghavendra Gadagkar 
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